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Inspired by the prominent role and place of grand pianos in homes, the Intermodality desk is just as grand.
With a design that follows the cues of the large instrument, the desk comes with a similar shape, size, and
even features a large lid that opens sideways, like in a grand piano. Standing on three legs, like the musical
instrument, the Intermodality desk is crafted from antiqued plywood, and features copper trimmings near
the handles and at the base of the legs, adding a touch of nesse to the desk’s grand design.
The desk comes with ve drawers on the front, ample writing space on top, and an additional four storage
cabinets at the back, under the lid. The plywood’s 2D nature results in the desk having a chamfered, lowpoly origami-esque design rather than curves like a wooden piano. This immediately gives it a sense of
differentiation, making it look instantly recognizable but also unique at the same time!
The Intermodality Desk is a winner of the A’ Design Award(https://geni.us/adesignaward-home) for the year 2019.
Designer: Attila Stromajer
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If you think about it, we’ve come a long
way since the rst ever camera on a
phone. Cameras on today’s
smartphones can motion-track, add
virtual…

The All Black Hybrid Jacket
Neckpacker 2.0 (aka Neckpacker 2.0)
may look like a jacket to the untrained
eye, but I’d like you to think of…
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You knew this was coming. Tired of
“false input” when drawing on your
new iPad? Neither am I but designer
Johan Basberg sure is, so he…
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We jabber quite a bit about
conservation and how we need to
respect the environment, but the
number of people who actually go out
of the…
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There is no standard shape for a
computer mouse, they come in all sorts
of unusual con gurations; from the
conventionally simple to the wildly
ergonomic, there…
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Drones are great, but they’re as great
as the person controlling them. If the
person behind the controller is an
absolute imbecile, your expensive
state-of-the-art drone…
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